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PRESS RELEASE 

 

Zaragoza law courts: transparency unmistakably by Mermet 
 

The know-how of Mermet in the field of solar protection has once again been confirmed. 
The French company, market leader in the design of fiberglass-based fabrics, is fitting out a new prestigious 
site in Spain, the law courts in Zaragoza. 
A project that requires both thermal and visual comfort; so the double-sided S2 1% fabric was the obvious 
choice. 

 

The former Spanish pavilion at the 2008 Universal Exhibition held in Zaragoza, subsequently converted into a 

court complex, now provides a home for all the judges of the region. 

With its 100% glass facade around the entire perimeter, this sun-bathed area requires effective solar 
protection. 

 
 

The S2 1%, a fabric that ensures both transparency and glare control 

Selected by the architect Sergio Sebastian, this very dense double-sided fabric quickly emerged as the right 

solution thanks to its numerous benefits: 

- Excellent glare control: the interior (darker) side of the fabric filters 93% of the sun's rays 

(Tv = 7%); 
- The quality of its transparency: vision to the outside is optimised thanks to the double-sided weave 

technology, while maintaining the privacy of occupants during the day; 
- Its energy performance: as a result of its reflective (lighter) side turned towards the glass, depending 

on the quality of the glass the fabric reflects back up to 74% of the sun's energy, thereby reducing 

electricity consumption for air conditioning while enhancing natural light to reduce the use of artificial 
lighting. 

 

Especially well-suited to large-dimension applications, the S2 1% fabric was selected for this project: 

- To equip 1,500 manual, high-fit and chain-operated roller blinds, produced and installed over 7,800m2 by 

the blind manufacturer, Rieldecor S. L.; 

- In 0201 White Grey (from among the 7 available colours) for its subtle effect and to best fit in with the 
metalwork of the facade, bringing calmness and quality of life to the interior spaces. 

 
 

And still with the advantages of the Sunscreen® fabrics  

Consisting of glass fibre - a natural, abundant and chemically inert material, coated with PVC - Mermet's 
Sunscreen® fabrics stand out thanks to: 
- The guaranteed absence of hazardous substances, odour, or heavy metals (Oeko-Tex and 

Greenguard® certification for the quality of interior air); 
- M1 fire classification, meeting the health & safety requirements of public buildings; 
- Excellent mechanical resistance and good dimensional stability; 

- No deformation caused by temperature variations, suitable for large-dimension applications and 
marine environments; 

- Low gross calorific value, providing low energy emissions in the event of a fire; 

- Excellent protection against heat and glare with enhanced exploitation of natural light; 
- Energy savings (air conditioning, heating, artificial lighting); 
- Perfect flatness and a precise cut, producing a faultless aesthetic finish; 
- Waste recycling of eco-designed products. 

 

By mastering the Zaragoza sun, Mermet once again demonstrates its internationally recognised expertise. 
Through its ability to offer tailor-made solutions and by meeting new energy consumption requirements, Mermet 
continues to confirm its position as the ideal response to the demands of thermal protection and visual 
comfort. 
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